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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

 

Fresh produce is not all identical and many producers go through high-dollar efforts to make 

distinctions between their products and those of other growers.  When produce growers take 

extra efforts to increase the value of their product, they need to get the message across to their 

consumers so that the value can be realized.  How does the grower keep the consumers that value 

his/ her products coming back for more?  How does the grower use newer outlets such as social 

media to increase brand recognition?  How much should a producer expect to invest to optimize 

their brand?  Does traceability really matter as much to producers as it does to consumers? 

 

At the University of Florida Department of Food and Resource Economics, we consider branding 

to be a tool for produce growers to consider for promoting consumer fidelity. There are tools that 

go hand-in-hand with branding to ensure the effectiveness of branding.  Social media and 

traceability are the new links between the consumer and the producer that are working to make 

branding efforts rewarding.  It is these efforts that go beyond what used to be primarily served 

via television, radio and print advertising.  Strategic branding should provide a surplus of value 

to the consumer and an increased profit margin to the grower creating the optimal win- win 

situation in the produce market.  



BRANDING DEFINED 
 

In theory, the fresh-produce industry approaches a perfectly competitive market 

structure.  Perfectly competitive markets consist of nearly identical products, offered by many 

sellers, in which these sellers are considered to be price “takers” and not price “makers”.  By 

differentiating a commodity and translating additional value (or perceived value) to consumers, 

producers in the fresh produce industry are able to operate less in a purely competitive market 

structure and more towards a differentiated product market.  It is in this market structure that 

additional value and revenue are possible as the producer has more influence over pricing 

decisions through advertising or product branding.   

 

According to Schaffner, et al, branding is defined to be a name, term, symbol, or special design 

that sets apart the products of one seller from those of others.  It is this difference that can 

influence consumers’ tastes and preferences for that product thereby influencing market demand 

and generating an upward pressure on product price.  In this sense, branding is an intangible 

asset that the company can use to associate a product with a positive benefit to its 

consumers.  Branding efforts reduce search cost and time for consumers who seek quality and 

value in their product purchasing decisions through the communication of their image and value 

in a world that offers so many choices.  Branding is a way for producers to show consumers that 

there is a difference between product selections and translates what benefits can be gained 

through purchasing these products.  Successful branding efforts ultimately create a win-win 

situation for buyers and sellers.   

 

 

 

ESSENCE OF BRANDING 

 

Branding is what is in a name. It can consist of images, catch phrases and logos, or it can just be 

an idea of a particular product or service that consumers are able to identify with. Ultimately, this 

is because the branded image has become recognizable by large groups of individuals who desire 

the benefit. Branding is also a way to build a company’s most valued asset: its reputation. 

According to Rosser Reeves who wrote Reality in Advertising, there are three guiding principles 

that must be followed in product or service branding. The proposition to the consumer must be 



clearly stated as: 1) if you buy this, this specific benefit will be yours 2) the proposition must be 

unique and express specific benefit or benefits that competitors cannot, will not, or do not offer, 

and 3) finally, this proposition must also be strong enough to lure in new customers to try the 

product. 

 

 

 

VALUE-ADDED EXAMPLES  

 

The fresh produce industry is generally defined as a market in which many sellers produce the 

same good and the prices the producer faces will always be bid down to the lowest price because 

there are so many sellers the buyer has to choose from in the market.  In addition, there are few 

barriers to entry to prevent new entrants into the market.  One way to differentiate commodity 

products from competitors is through branding efforts in order for customers to see production 

differences and know what factors go into adding value for the differentiated product.   

 

All production methods are not equal and a nuance in food consumption is that consumers are 

becoming pickier about how and where their food is grown.  Examples include:  organic-farming 

methods, locally-grown sourcing, pesticide-free production, as well as free-range, grass-fed, 

environmentally-friendly, sustainable farming practices, or social responsibility.   

 

Organic labeling is a certification but can also be seen as a product-branding tool.  The USDA 

regulates organic labeling and has strict regulations that must be met for a producer to claim 

organic production practices. Having an organically-certified label adds value to the product for 

some consumers as it easily communicates perceived consumer value and justifies the higher 

retail price than conventionally-grown foods.  While organic farming practices may be 

impractical for most firms, the potential exists to identify unique or differentiated production 

practices or product attributes that identify with consumer preferences.  The marginal cost 

associated with these types of branding efforts, to identify with consumers, has the potential to 

increase revenues and profits for the firm.  

 

Once a brand is well known and communicated effectively, the consumer knows what benefits 

that seller offers in their differentiated and marginally-higher priced product.  Having strong 



brand awareness is critical to maximizing brand returns.  One caution is that many different 

brands exist in the fresh produce market, but if consumers don’t know your brand message then 

there is little chance that your branding efforts will mean anything to them.   

 

Manfred Stockl points out in his article, The Way Out of the Price Trap, that no company fits 

everybody’s needs nor does one product.  Therefore, there is a need for producers to attract their 

customers through their brand message.  In this sense, the returns to the branded message 

investment should increase over time.  Brand identity and image should be protected via the 

firm’s integrity as it relates to customer satisfaction for that product.   

 

Brands are powerful if they are liked but can be just as detrimental if they develop a stigma or 

negative brand message.  For example, Chiquita bananas once dominated the market because 

consumers knew to identify Chiquita bananas by the label identifying great taste as well other 

perceived value attributes.  For example, Rick Osterhues formerly with Chiquita Corporation, 

discussed the changing consumer preferences for banana size, coloring, and texture.  As Chiquita 

adapted to their consumers’ tastes for smaller banana size, less-green color, and firmer texture, 

Chiquita was able to protect their market share in the industry for fresh bananas.  

 

While Chiquita Corporation is known for having a quality product, they are also known for their 

reputation of environmental responsibility.  When Chiquita received information that an oil 

company was negatively impacting the Canadian environment, it banned the use of that brand of 

oil in their own trucks, ships, etc.  While communicating corporate responsibility through its ban, 

Chiquita Corporation was able to appeal to environmentalists; however, the Canadian 

community who depended on oil revenues within their community boycotted Chiquita.  This 

example of corporate responsibility and brand protection illustrates the tradeoffs that companies 

must make as they reveal their priorities to the consumers within their target market.  Although 

Chiquita has not been able to capture the entire market for selling bananas, their brand image has 

been protected as a long-term strategy for customers who depend on Chiquita’s standard of 

quality and social responsibility. 

 

 

 



STRATEGY 

 

Branding is crucial for efficient marketing of products to consumers. In order to properly portray 

the message the company wishes to convey, branding strategy must be considered. Charles 

Revlon, founder of Revlon
®

, explained the importance of strategic branding for his product when 

he stated, “In the factories we make cosmetics, at the counters we sell hope.” By this statement, 

Revlon suggests that the product transforms into something greater than simply its physical 

appearance. For Revlon, an effective brand was accomplished through strategy of perceived 

consumer value. 

 

Strategic branding must abide by the three objectives previously discussed: the brand must be 

clear, distinct, and desirable. When combined, these three characteristics will help bridge the gap 

between the physical product and the image the brand represents. In commodity agriculture 

production, it is especially important to create a distinct brand image due to the nature of 

homogenous products related to this particular market structure. Agricultural research efforts at 

Pennsylvania State University led to the identification of 25 Strategic Points of Differentiation 

(SPOD) which include the strategy of being the “low price leader”.  When these points are 

associated with an image, an effective brand can be established. Other strategic points relate to 

qualities that are unique to the product but communicate intrinsic value that is equally valued by 

consumers. For example, Publix has worked hard to ensure the reputation of their store being 

“easiest to shop” as well as having the “most knowledgeable staff”.  Consumers identify these 

intrinsic characteristics with the big green Publix letters.  Regardless of where the store is 

located, the Publix name brand alludes to a specific level of satisfaction that the consumer will 

receive, thus living up to their branded slogan, “Where shopping is a pleasure.” 

 

Strategic branding is important for companies of all sizes. As a small producer, it is important to 

demonstrate why a product is superior to others to gain market share.  This differentiation could 

be attributed to the product’s special attributes especially when operating in a niche market. 

Alternatively, a much larger corporation like Yum! Brands (the company that own Pizza Hut, 

KFC and Taco Bell) has three unique operations within their corporate entity that are branded 

individually but represent the same company. By employing three unique brand strategies it is 

http://agmarketing.extension.psu.edu/retail/pdfs/branding.pdf


more probable for consumers to find an appealing product.  Overall, Yum! Brands benefits 

through its market differentiation strategy realized with their branding efforts. 

 

 

 

FINANCIALS  

 

As with any investment being considered by the firm, there are costs and benefits associated with 

branding. When creating a brand, the old saying “you get what you pay for” holds true. 

According to an allBusiness article, a small business advising site, a company can hire someone 

off the street to create a brand and that may cost the firm $500. Or, the firm can pay an 

international branding company $100,000 to get the brand out on the market. The article 

recommends that a median price of $30,000 is the best place to begin analyzing this type of 

investment. A firm must also ensure that the portfolio of the advertising/ branding agency and 

the agency’s style blend with the firm’s branding strategy. The last word of advice the article 

gives is a reminder of how important a brand is to a company. Choosing a brand is as important 

as choosing the right office location and hiring the right employees.  

 

Along with the costs of branding, there are also benefits. Brand recognition, product quality, 

corporate credibility, and overall differentiation are just some of the benefits of investing in a 

brand. An agricultural example is the Fresh from Florida brand. This brand message 

communicates to consumers that the product they are buying is fresh and from the state of 

Florida. Some consumers receive value knowing that their money is going to domestic producers 

and are willing to pay a premium price for that value. The Fresh from Florida brand will benefit 

Florida producers over time as consumers recognize the Fresh from Florida brand and relate 

their purchases to buying a quality product time and again. 

 

 

 

SOCIAL MEDIA  

 

Branding with social media has grown tremendously in recent years. Social media can provide a 

vehicle for branding to take root with many consumers. It can help build longer-term 

relationships with customers due to the potential for two-way communication. With social 

http://www.allbusiness.com/marketing-advertising/branding-brand-development/1040-1.html


media, the brand can respond to customer concerns and attempt to mend any fences that may 

have been broken through consumer dissatisfaction with a product. A hypothetical example 

scenario could be a quick Facebook or Twitter response to a customer complaint online where 

the online audience is watching.  Or on the other hand, one customer recently saw a “Tweet Us” 

social media campaign at a Jimmy John’s sandwich shop inviting the customer to engage and 

when the customer took a photo of the sign and tweeted back, “ok,” the customer received an 

immediate “Thanks for the Tweet!” as a response from the shop.  This social media experiment 

fosters Jimmy John’s brand message of “freaky fast” delivery (of both sandwiches and tweets) 

and conveys a positive experience with this brand. 

  

Building brands through social media can be done by consistently portraying certain product 

information for consumers to identify. The brand should: 

 upload consistent avatars (photo or identity) 

 use similar colors and designs across platforms 

 deliver consistent messaging 

 provide unique content on each channel 

 check for “unofficial” pages, claim them and brand them 

 focus on between two to four social sites.  

 

If branding is correctly implemented through social media sites, social media branding efforts 

can be highly beneficial to the sales of a product. 

 

Once a brand is established through social media, many of these websites use targeted online 

advertising efforts to promote specific products to specific consumers. This targeted-marketing 

effort has made online advertising much more efficient and effective. By using “click-through 

rate” and “action-through rate,” firms can predict consumers’ online behavior and identify 

attributes of interest.  Click-through rate and action-through rate software programs identify 

specific website visitors that may be interested in purchasing a specific brand or product due to 

previous consumer purchasing behaviors.  Once these consumers take interest in your product, 

proper management and consistency build the brand into the image that maximizes benefits for 

the company and its consumers. 



  

TRACEABILITY 

 

Traceability is defined as a business process that enables trading partners to follow products’ 

movements from field to retail store or food service operator. In other words, each “traceability 

partner” must be able to identify the direct source (supplier) and direct recipient (either 

intermediate or final consumer) of the product.  External traceability is the information/data 

exchanged to execute traceability between trading partners. Internal traceability includes 

proprietary data and business processes a company uses within its own span of operations to 

execute traceability of the inputs into its production process. External traceability incorporates 

internal traceability which is increasingly important for both the producer and consumer. 

            

Traceability follows common guidelines for most operations. These guidelines are called the 

GS1 Traceability Standard. Under this standard companies need to identify: trading parties (the 

company, suppliers, customers, and 3
rd

 party carriers); trading locations (any physical location 

such as a warehouse, packing line, storage facility, receiving dock, or store); the products that 

companies use or create; and the logistics involved in receivership or shipping. By identifying 

these elements, information that needs to be collected, reordered, and shared is defined; this 

allows companies of all sizes and locations to enforce regulations.  

  

Wish Farms, located in Plant City, Florida, is an excellent example of a company that is 

presently enforcing traceability efforts that meet consumers’ demand for information.  Effective 

traceability efforts efficiently communicate to consumers where their produce is coming from as 

well as the agents responsible for handling their product. As explained by Amber Kosinsky, 

Marketing Director for Wish Farms, the Produce Traceability Initiative (PTI) is the method they 

are implementing for farm to consumer traceability. By using an online program called FreshQC, 

consumers are able to type in a code found on their purchased produce packaging. This code 

connects the consumers not only to the farm (location), but also to the worker who picked their 

produce as well as the transportation carrier that transported the produce to the grocery store. 

Wish Farms is actively promoting traceability on all of their produce containers to communicate 

traceability information that consumers are demanding on the fresh products they are purchasing. 

Ms. Kosinsky explains, 

http://www.gs1.org/docs/gsmp/traceability/Global_Traceability_Implementation_Fresh_%20Fruit_Veg_i1.pdf
http://www.wishfarms.com/how-we-grow/food-safety


“This traceability system will allow us to isolate any incident of food safety to the 

exact area in the field where the produce was picked, if a circumstance ever were 

to arise where the safety of our produce was in question. We require all of our 

growers to utilize the FreshQC food traceability system and provide the freshest 

and safest produce to our consumers.” 

 

 

 

 

CONCLUSION 

 

Fresh produce branding efforts have become very important to consumers and are gaining 

momentum among producers. Everywhere you turn there is a brand for new products including: 

Chiquita bananas, Yum! Brands restaurants, and Wish Farms berries. Increased profitability, as 

well as satisfying consumer demands for traceability information, makes brand awareness an 

essential focus for any producer who wants to survive and thrive in today’s competitive produce 

market.  

 

Gone are the days where consumers wander through the aisles of the grocery store simply 

seeking the lowest-priced products. Consumers are once again focusing on quality instead of 

quantity in their food purchasing decisions. Often with branding, comes consumer loyalty. With 

consumer loyalty, comes demand for a specific product. The question is now, how do you build 

your brand? 
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